OUTBACK FLYING
ADVENTURE
5 Nights and 6 Days
The flights typically would depart from Brisbane or Stanthorpe.
Pick up from other destinations can be arranged. Stop over destinations can be varied on request.

Longreach
Longreach is the home of Australia own Airline; visit the Qantas Founders Outback Museum, see the
first Qantas 707 put into service, the Stockman’s Hall of Fame and Outback Heritage Centre. Ride on
the Cobb and Co “Gallop through the Scrub” Stagecoach Tour with traditional tea and scones. Enjoy
an old time Australian Classic Movie with popcorn. Enjoy a 1 hour Live Starlight Spectacular, a tribute
to the legend Starlight themed on an old time Australian Tent show. At night enjoy the Sunset River
cruise with nibbles followed with Dinner and Entertainment at the Wharf around a blazing campfire.

Winton
Lark Quarry, 110 km south of Winton in central Queensland, it is the
world’s only known record of a dinosaur stampede. Numerous fossil
dinosaur footprints or tracks are preserved there. This makes
it a most important scientific discovery. The tracks show that there
was then a stampede by the herds of smaller dinosaurs. These herds
comprises of about 150 dinosaurs (Ornithopod and Coleurosaur).
Winton today is the centre of a huge cattle and sheep raising district;
it’s a typical rural outback town with the flair of a great past. Winton’s
main claim to fame is that “Waltzing Matilda”, the famous Australian bush ballad, was first
performed at the North Gregory Hotel in 1895. Walk along the streets and feel the spirit of the bush
and visit the fabulous Waltzing Matilda Centre.

Mitchell, Bonus Downs Station
Leave the hassles of the outside world behind. Listen to the sounds of silence.
Why not stargaze or just laze in the sun on the veranda and read? The choice is
yours. This is the ultimate out back historical experience. Find yourself on a
tranquil bush walk or take in the day’s activities in Bonus Downs Station’s
33,000 acre play ground with its magnificent and very rare Ooline rainforest
plantation. They offer good old fashioned hospitality in a friendly and relaxed
atmosphere. Tour this magnificent property and learn all about the hardships
and way of life the early pioneers had to endure during settlement. Bonus
Downs Station is a working cattle property.

Contact our tour specialists directly at the contact points below or call us at 1800 FLY ONE
Cheryl: 0419704185 Barry: 0418156621 Alternate: 07 4681 4705

